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Námořní pěchota Spojených států sloužící pod generálem Ericem M.

Smithem v pátek zatkla Dr. Michaela Malanoskiho, zástupce ředitele

Agentury pro obranu obrany, na základě obvinění ze zrady a

pobuřujícího spiknutí, uvedly zdroje z generálovy kanceláře Real

Raw News.
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Jako zástupce ředitele Agentury pro obranné zdraví Malanoski

podporoval ředitele DHA ve vedení společné, integrované Agentury

pro podporu boje, která umožňuje zdravotnickým službám armády,

námořnictva a letectva poskytovat zdravotně připravené síly a

připravené lékařské síly bojujícím velitelstvím v obou zemích. mírová

a válečná doba. DHA řídí provádění společných sdílených služeb,

které zahrnují zdravotní plán TRICARE, farmacii, zdravotnické

informační technologie, výzkum a akvizice, vzdělávání a školení,

veřejné zdraví, lékařskou logistiku, správu zařízení, správu

rozpočtových zdrojů a uzavírání smluv. DHA spravuje zdravotní

program TRICARE, který poskytuje celosvětové lékařské, zubní a

lékárenské programy více než 9,6 milionům uniformovaných členů

služeb, důchodcům a jejich rodinám.

Je přesvědčeným zastáncem očkování. Když nelegitimní prezident

Joseph R. Biden a jeho pohrdavý ministr obrany Lloyd Austin

nařídili, aby se všichni členové ozbrojených sil nechali očkovat nebo

čelili represivním opatřením, Malanoski se zmocnil tím, že posílal

„denní příkazy“ velitelům vojenských zařízení v USA i v zahraničí.

Jeho písemné dopisy povzbuzovaly jak důstojníky, tak narukované

muže, aby dodrželi Austinův mandát nebo sklidili následky.

Dne 19. dubna 2022, když FDA aktualizoval své povolení k

nouzovému použití vakcíny Novavax COVID-19 z 13. července tak,

aby zahrnovalo osoby ve věku 12 let a starší, Malanoski zesílil svou

očkovací rétoriku a řekl členům služby, že mohou být nečestně

propuštěni za to, že nemají očkované nezaopatřené děti.

Bohužel někteří členové služby jeho varování uposlechli. Podle

našeho zdroje má oddíl White Hat americké armády povědomí o

nejméně 15 závislých na dětech ve věku 12-14 let, které zemřely po

očkování.

Ale ztráty na životech neodradily Malanoskiho pro-vakcinační

křížovou výpravu. Poté, co sněmovna 8. prosince odhlasovala zrušení

Austinova mandátu, aby vojáci dostávali vakcínu proti koronaviru,
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Malanoski doporučil, aby členové služeb ignorovali hlasování a místo

toho se řídili pokyny CDC, protože „vaše životy a životy vaší rodiny

závisí na vašem dodržování očkovacích protokolů. “ Řekl, že „Covid je

stále největší hrozbou pro společnost“ a že „navzdory tomu, co jste

slyšeli, mandáty k očkování jsou stále v platnosti“. Navíc pohrozil, že

odepře „veškeré“ lékařské pokrytí neočkovaným závislým osobám.

Malanoski, řekl náš zdroj, si zaslouží buď oběsit k smrti, nebo strávit

život ve vězení za překročení své autority a zradu naší statečné

armády a jejich rodin.

"Bude se zodpovídat za to, co udělal, ale právě teď šmejdí ve vazbě,"

řekl náš zdroj.

(Návštíveno 71 882 krát, 397 návštěv dnes)

 

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

The IRS is Done ! All though agents will be looking for new jobs

 
Very very soon.

If that’s true 87k then suppose most of them are guards. I can just

guess all the pharma is not going to pay taxes because they were in

grab money hit and run covid con artists.

I don’t know if the lawyers are going after their fake PCR diagnostic

earnings.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Ignorance is not a complete no fault situation, as it purports not

paying attention to something that was there for you to pay attention

to.

The military is paid for by we the people yet it works for the Masonic

Order, correct? We need our own military, again. I think all

Americans have had enough of those who have no business in our

business.

Hard to be believably upset about the Masons as an American since

they founded the country. I never met the man and maybe he never

actually wore one, but when you see George Washington with his

triangle hat on, that’s the Masons flashing gang signs at each other.

These days it’s suits and ties, but it’s the same exact thing. Gang

uniforms so the other gangsters can quickly recognize you as one of

their own.

The first president to ever mention the masonic order was John

Quincy Adams. The founders never mentioned a cultist founding.

They pushed freedom George Washington cut a deal with the British

King without sharing that fact with those who believed in him. So,

now, to give a rebirth to our nation we the people will see to it that it

is done in the light of the actual Declaration of Independence and the

American people rather than the Babylonian leanings of the Jewish

culture.

Actually, it was John Adams, the father, who run on an anti-Masonic

platform and defeated Thomas Jefferson in the 1800 election

because he knew the Masons were absorbed until the Illuminati and

posed a threat to the world. Jefferson was not only a Mason but a

Deist, and he cut out Scriptures of the Bible that referred to anything

regrading Jesus’s holiness, being the Son of God, etc. and therefore

the Jefferson Bible was created. Jesus was an okay guy in Jefferson’s

view, but he didn’t want to refer to Him as God or part of the Trinity.

Illuminati adherents refer to Lucifer as their God and not God the

Father. The really evil higher adherents pay homage and obeisance to
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Baphomet and not the Lord Jesus. Take the doctrinal teachings of

the Bible, turn them upside down or invert or turn them inside out

and you will see what the Illuminists teach and believe.

The bible was written by man as a form of mass control. It would be

nice to read this site without all the references to such. Yes, there is

good and evil. Jesus didn’t cure the problem. And, yes, it was John

Quincy Adams who gave the speech about the masonic leanings. Why

do you think his presidency has been shoved under the rug? John

Adams was a mason. There have only been 5 presidents who were

not married and only 6 first ladies who were actually women. Have

you analyzed all first lady’s original portraits? Did you think Marsha

Washington was a female? George Washington was, himself, a

demon-like critter. John Adams was not married to a woman, either.

Neither was Benjamin Franklin and many other founders and

presidents. The truth about human governance is a dark comedy.

Last edited 1 day ago by dianecee

Wow there goes the rest of my childhood. I looked at the portraits,

apparently it’s true, Martha W. was a tranny.

Sorry to correct you, but Jesus did solve the problem on an

individual basis. He died on the cross for all of humanity’s sin’s so

anyone who called on His Name, Jew and Gentile alike, female and

male alike, would receive salvation and eternal life upon repentance

of their sins. God gave EVERYONE free will to choose, yes, but

through conversion and discipline, people can change to good from

evil by the power of His Holy Spirit. When people change, families

can change and nations can change via revival. But it starts with the

forgiven believers.

 
The last massive revival for saved people was in 1904. It can and will

happen again if followers of Christ are really serious about it,

according to 2 Chronicles 7:14. And we all need revival without any

question.

 
Bible believers are saved by His grace and not by works. You can’t
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earn you way into heaven no matter what anyone says. The Word

does not lie.

 
Satan caused the problem by getting Adam and Eve to sin and he

took the keys of dominion away from them. But Jesus got them back

when He broke the power of hell and death and rose again. Satan and

his demon were sick at that victory.

GOOD!!

This is a later interpretation of it. What the Apostles and people who

were eaten alive by lions there at first for denouncing the emperor

believed was that you had to follow Christ’s example. Follow him

onto the cross, so to speak = speak the truth, whatever you are

threatened with by those in power. This is what freed the slaves in

Rome: even the weakest, most broken person could find redemption

in truth and martyrdom, and many sought it out with glad hearts.

That was the only way to Heaven at first as well, so there was no

room for the cowardice and selfish hypocrisy that has plagued later

Christianity. How many Christians do you know who would die for

the truth, never mind be eaten by wild animals or roasted on a spit? I

know zero of them. Pretty sure.

Sweetie, you’ve been brainwashed. Jesus was a prophet sent here to

lead the people out of the Babylonian era. You might want to study

the year 1035BC to discover who wrote the bible and why. God’s

communication with us is not in written form. I would also suggest

you take a course in quantum physics. Yes, human beings are

experiencing an extinction event for a reason. Allow God to find you,

please.

Last edited 16 hours ago by dianecee

But But But ? What about an Eye for an Eye ?

 
We the people need redemption . I believe in Christ our lord, and the

almighty God. And I think both will be just fine with mass murderers

saying goodbye b y  the people he made suffer . Don’t pretend to turn
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your cheek. When senseless deaths happen because of a

in-human POS like him. I believe God will give us a

 
pass. #@~G the Bastard.

Yes, he was married to a trans man so he spent most of his married

life in France doing what he preferred. How old are you and Xena?

Millennials? Sheesh….I studied architecture which included classes

like science and art history. You girls don’t seem to have much going

for you in the way of historical relevance.

This is what I read about Benjamin Franklin’s wife. Deborah Read

Franklin was his common-law wife. They had 2 daughters:Frances

(1732) & Sally (1743). They could not marry because she could not

prove her first husband(Read) was dead.

Absolutely! If they send me back to earth, after this tour of duty and I

hope they don’t, I’ll put in request to come back as “God”, so at least I

wont’t have to deal with all of the shit that the 1% elites heap upon

the masses…..!

If John Adams, our 2nd President, was not married to a woman,

(Abigail Smith)in 1764, how did the son, John Quincy Adams, our

6th President, arrive on the scene along with 4 siblings? Even in this

day, there are manly-looking women married to men and they

procreate children. You cannot judge a book by its cover.

 
I realize he did not have to be married to a woman to have kids, but

I’m going out on a limb here and saying a woman was involved in the

1700’s.

Pat, I know it is very difficult to face up to reality such as it is…..but,

yes, Abigail Adams was a man. Did you study the original portrait?

Artists of the day were reporters of history and culture. Manly

looking women eh? LMAO You might want to study the differences

between men and women in terms of construction. Learn to see
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consciously, please. Are you educated? I can’t imagine what hasn’t be

taught to your age group and why you have no interest in the details.

Curiosity is the first step in the learning process.

Clarity needed…. Thomas Jefferson must NOT be associated with the

Illuminati. A deist is a good person unlike the Luciferian Illuminists

and Jesuits.

.

 
This is the best point to quote Thomas Paine: “I believe in only one

God; and I have hope for happiness in an afterlife.” Paine was not

saying that he believed in an afterlife or that he knew specifics about

the afterlife.

We don’t know Paine’s heart or Jefferson’s heart during his life and

we certainly don’t know if they repented and received Christ at the

end of their lives. Anyone can repent and change, but in the cases of

Paine and Jefferson specifically, only God knows for sure.

I recently heard Benjamin Franklin imported the marketing of a dren

0 chrome to the US, from Europe. Horrible but seems possible. As to

Paine and Jefferson, they appear to have done good with their lives.

Then there was the mysterious stranger who turned up to adjust

some of the Constitution wording, then disappeared. That was also

for the good. People can change too, for bad or for good. But not, I

feel, both good and bad at the same time – as Jesus said, you cannot

serve two masters.

So much good alongside so much evil, time for separating the wheat

from the tares, but for this we need discernment and we need

adequate evidence.

Not from what I found. 

 
 Adrenochrome was the subject of limited research from the 1950s

through to the 1970s as a potential cause of schizophrenia.

 
 

 
n 1954, researchers Abram Hoffer and Humphry Osmond claimed
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that adrenochrome is a neurotoxic, psychotomimetic substance and

may play a role in schizophrenia and other mental illnesses.

 
 

 
In what Hoffer called the “adrenochrome hypothesis”, he and

Osmond in 1967 speculated that megadoses of vitamin C and niacin

could cure schizophrenia by reducing brain adrenochrome.

 
 

 
The article about adrenochrome was written about in 1952 — LONG

after Benjamin Franklin’s time. 

 
 

 
Check out online CLINICAL STUDY OF ADRENOCHROME – The

Lancet

Jesus was not originally a god, but a standup philosopher Pleiadian

starseed named Immanuel. After the Romans had tried him for

heresy, meaning he was telling the little people to think for

themselves, instead of worshiping the Roman ruler. He was stuck on

the cross, but did not die on the cross. His spaceship plucked him off

and they relocated him to what is Northern India and he married,

had 3 sons and died at 119. Their is still a marked grave for him,

there.Jesus is greek meaning the anoited one, incidently. J. Ceasar

wrote 82% of the bible too and through the years, various rulers have

updated the bible with their various reasonings.

They really don’t know what it is all about unless they go through all

the steps I think and that is a long time and a whole lot of money. My

grandfather was a called by God preacher and the chaplain of the

local Masonic Lodge and his father was a well respected public

servant and strong Democrat and they were Mason’s. My grandfather

wanted me to be a Rainbow Girl and bought me 2 formals when I

was about 12. So I did not like it at all or all the secrecy and code

signs and secret passwords and after a year I told my grandfather I

was going to quit because I did not think Jesus would like it. So he

thought about it and even though he was anti-Catholic and preached

about the Church of Rome always from the pulpit he started to
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research about the Catholic faith and I don’t know to what extent

because he divorced my grandmother remarried, had a nervous

breakdown and changed his life so we didn’t see him as much. But at

the end he called all his kids in and said he wanted one of them to be

with him at all times so they did. But the Mason’s came to see him

and wanted us to leave every night but we would not. Eventually my

grandfather became a Shriner and went through their 33 steps as a

Mason. At the end as he was dying he had a big battle and his baby

girl said Daddy do you see Jesus and he said no I see the devil but he

was a Bible believing Christian man who turned a lot of people to

God and he was well thought of in the Christian community.

In America, EACH Masonic Lodge is managed individually … it’s not

a “franchise” that all lodges are bound to follow. Most lodges are

operated by CHRISTIANS who open and close their meetings in

Jesus’s name, whereas a few lodges worship Satan.

Not all that call themselves Christians are. Anyone can invoke the

name of Christ…..doesn’t make them so. Only personal acceptance of

Him as Savior does.

The Temple of CHRIST (LOVING LIGHT OF TRUTH) is found

inside one’s heart, Soul & Spirit . Not in a building. Buildings are for

building community; fraternity and one may lose their inner light by

becoming a follower and swearing elegance to what one does not

fully understand of any ritual followed.

Don’t kid yourself. All Freemasons know, or should know that they

may acknowledge any religion they may choose. The catch is they

swear an oath that renders any othey reverential loyalty they may

have, secondary to and over-ridden by their service to the god of

Freemasonry, Lucifer.

 
90% of them are idiots who are quick to parrot the Cripple Childrens

Hospitals, etc. that is just a fig leaf for the god awful things their

demonic superiors actually do to children.
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Here’s what I heard, and likely about 25 years ago. The Masons in

Scotland and in most of England had been infiltrated by Jesuits over

a 100 years before, yet that infiltration had not reached the Colonies,

or the Founding fathers by the late 1700’s. If fact, the 1776

Revolution started in two places 1) in taverns, and 2) in Mason

meeting houses, but the problem with taverns was the spies at nearly

all drinking houses, so 85% of the revolution push came out of the

Mason meetings.

I, to this day, don’t believe that the Founding Fathers, or their works

were compromised by Evil, and if you believe they were than Nothing

they did was sacred, so stop promoting the Constitution as Sacred, if

you insist that these were evil men.

At the time I researched this, I was working downtown Chicago, and

I went out to lunch with a fellow worker, and he had us stop by a

bookstore, dedicated to Mason entirely, and I made an off-hand joke

about Cults, He proceeded to take my very slight joke as a massive

offense, so he took out his Buck knife and threatened to cut me up

with it. I got him to calm down by stating that, “I didn’t mean

anything harsh.” I actually didn’t, yet it got me to completely check

Masons out.

I’m sorry you were threatened. That was wrong. He shouldn’t have

done that. These days. police get reported to the police for that.

Xena,

A couple things… first, I’d like to apologize for being rude to you

earlier, which was rather silly, as I agree with you over 80% of the

time.

As far as that guy (the Mason) went, I was more amused then

frightened. I wasn’t afraid of bullies, and even like him with a knife. I

was very, very strong, and also quick and flexible in those days. I also
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knew that I wasn’t really intending to insult him, and there was an

excellent chance that my follow up attitude would unarm his harsh

attitude.

It worked, as he became soothed over the last few minutes of our

walk. I was acting extremely mild, yet was following his every move.

He got fired a couple weeks later for trying to make advances toward

a young 20-something girl. He was in his later 40’s and married. A

truly dangerous guy would have just acted without threat most of the

time. He just didn’t project a feral look, so I merely passed what

happened on to a couple of fellow workers to watch out for him, as I

thought he was ‘unbalanced.’

Captain Morgan exposed it in a book and he got killed for it. The

majority of lodges closed up as a result, but they made a comeback.

And then his widow Drusilla became a plural wife of Mormon church

founder Joseph Smith. .

The book was published and is in the public domain so we can read it

for ourselves, it’s not conjecture, this is his life’s work to expose

Masonry.

The Mormons were founded by the Illuminati to get a foot hold in

the new world. Their mein kamp; The Book of Mormon is loaded

with racy epitaphs and half truths and I survived 16 years of that

nutty religion and then burned up, but did recoup most of my

distorted brain cells to a normal human! Mr. Jesus did not order his

human subjects to multiply with many wives either, that’s all made

up to keep women 2nd class and men as their controlling

masters….another power and control system…by the elites…

Altiyan Childs is the modern-day 21st Century version of Captain

Morgan when he put out his 317-minute (yes, 5+ hours) video expose

of Freemasonry. It is at Bitchute video ID xoU7OfqHN6Dv It used to

be on his YouTube channel but they scrubbed it. It really should be

watched all the way through as-is from start to finish but if you are
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impatient or can’t watch extremely long clips in one sitting (at up to

3x inside VideoLAN like I did when I first watched it), watch it this

way:

1:12:47 – 1:35:50 the money shot

 
0:00:00 – 1:12:47 the background

 
1:35:50 – 5:17:11 down the rabbit hole

Stop whenever you’ve seen/heard enough, the ‘money shot’ is VERY

important and should be watched in full–it is a little over 23 minutes

long–about the same length as a half-hour sitcom on commercial TV

minus the commercials.

Related clips:

Bitchute video ID BkKM18FggSoU The interviewee died

suspicously(/conveniently?) about two years after he was

interviewed at the end of the clip.

YouTube video ID hOas0d-fFK8 Full interview of excerpt shown by

Childs in ‘the background’ segment. SO THANKFUL somebody

uploaded a non-potatocam (analog hole) broadcast quality ‘clean

copy’ of this revealing interview. Use tiktake on the org domain to

save a copy while you still can. BONUS: tiktake can download age-

restricted clips from YouTube without the need for a YouTube login

or a Google Accounts login and lots of ‘jumping through hoops’ with

additional software.

Bitchute video ID BYTCYu2kJVRu A damning Freemasonry ‘How

To’ manual done as a video clip. I thought it so important, I

downloaded a copy of the clip, the PDF of the document, and a text

file version of it, zipped them up and uploaded it to a particular one-

click file host site and spread the word as I could about it. Eventually,

the zip file was scrubbed off the one-click file host either because it

became ‘dormant’ or was scrubbed by the one-click file host at the

behest of another party.
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Watch these three clips after the ‘money shot’ from the first clip at

the top of this post for best effect. Please use tiktake to save copies of

all four of the clips above in case they should ‘disappear’ so they can

still be uploaded and shared to help warn/inform others.

FOP, Fraternal Order of Police, they are a FREEMASON Masonic

Order. There are over 364,000 members of the FOP , with 2200

Lodges in the United States, today.

At least back then they weren’t running a Federal Reserve racket or

sacrificing children to get in the “club”

No,it is not. I beg to differ. There are many degrees in masonry and

the higher the number, the worse they get, concealing its

membership & occult practices. The origins can be traced back to

ancient Egypt where there was goat & ram worship. The goat &

satanism go hand in hand.

That’s a goat man. Hybrid I guess to have that kinda body. Makes

worshipping it an easy yes on genetic engineering against some other

creator. They have those Annunaki bird head men also. It’s like they

need bird brains to live on surface earth or even rule it in secret from

a spaceship with surface dweller men. The hybrids might just be a

hologram and they tell us we’re in a higher density so can see them

now for all I know. Everything’s a rich man’s trick might apply.

Those kinda oddball bodies are well respected and worshipped as

god’s of various designs that I call genetic engineering. I don’t know

why the Krishna’s worship elephant head man either but it’s as if

they have no earth design body for a god like Jesus.

Not all the Founders were Free Masons. This being the case, the

Masons from the days of the founding of this Nation are NOT the

same Masons that exist today , the Masonic Orders have been co-

opted , infiltrated by zionist satanist jews as well as corrupt

Luciferian Jesuits. Most if not ALL of the Secret Societies seem to
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operating from the same page so – to- speak , these days , all

pimping and promoting the NWO , TECHNOCRACY and

TRANSHUMANISM.

Since its beginning, only JFK, Ronald Reagan, & Donald J. Trump

were the Presidents who were NOT CIA. We’ve had nothing but a

Clown Show the whole way. CIA runs every department of every

agency & head every committee. They are remarkably easy to find,

because they have to be the one in charge.

Forget CIA if you need to understand the CABAL which goes back

thousands of years with the Kazarian’s very much involved in world

politics and very good at their satanic control. Whereas CIA only

came about in 1947 when Truman finally signed the National

Security Act.

The better presidents who suffered Assassination & or Attempt by

the cabal being either illuminati(?)born May 1776 or, by Jesuits.

 
.

 
–attempt, Andrew Jackson 1835

 
–Abraham Lincoln 1865

 
–James Garfield 1881 Could have been the best Pres.

 
–William McKinley 1901

 
–John F. Kennedy (May 29, 1917–Nov. 22, 1963)

 
–Robert F. Kennedy 1968

The CIA was formed out of the OSS, an existing intelligence

operation that sprang up before WWII.

Everything is paid for by the people that works against the people.

We unfortunately unwittingly contribute to our own undoing.

This is perpetrated unwittingly and unknowingly to the American

People by our US Congress, elected representatives and they are

obligated to engage and have oversight of ALL agencies , bureaus
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,and departments of the US Government , which they do NOT do,

they have FAILED, it is a dereliction of their duties and obligations

as members of the US Congress.

The CIA has a US Governmental budget appropriated by the US

Congress, the CIA also operates from a Black budget appropriated by

the US Congress , the finances of which are not known publicly. The

CIA and the other aspects of the US Intelligence agencies of which

there are 17 known agencies , ALL have black budgets that are

derived , coveted from global criminal networks and operations ,

such as Human/child sex -slave trafficking , global drug and

narcotics trafficking, global weapons and arms trafficking, the also

engage in MASSIVE MONEY LAUNDERING operations much of

which was perpetrated through the Vatican and the Vatican Bank.

These aspects of the US Intelligence apparatus operate and fund

global TERRORIST NETWORKS along with the Israeli Mossad and

British MI6. ALL of these Intelligence entities really operate on

behalf of establishment inbreds , oligarchs and zionist satanist jew

oligarchs, and satanist jew cults. And the Vatican cults and Jesuit

orders. can;t leave them out. Read a book written by Paul Williams, ”

OPERATION GLADIO ” for more information on money laundering

through the VATICAN Catholic Church and the CIA, This book is a

very GOOD READ. Take Care

I am uncertain as to what point in history that the Masons became

corrupted with Deep State Cabal Khazarians, yet i recognize that the

Jews & Anglo~Saxons were the most taken over & led astray. It is

possible that they were not terrible at their inception. There are, i am

told, a contingent among them who have recognized the damnable

behavior of their secret society. All over the 33rd degree have sold

their souls to the devil, & raped / sodomized / killed children. They

appear obsessed with making women extraneous & only to be used &

taken from. Dating as an older gal has been hell on wheels because of

them. They are very bad men, & women too.
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Then there’s the Illuminati, & i do not know what their involvement

has been at the local level. Perhaps there is good & bad levels there as

well. The top are every bit as bad as Masons.

Most Masons at levels 1,2, and 3 are not aware of the very deep evil

the higher ups engage in. We know how high GHWB was not only as

a Mason but as an Illuminati witch. He may have been 34 degrees

and up…. only 1 in 100 Masons know there is a 90th degree of

Masons which are truly evil. Many Masons don’t even know the

Shriners exist, let alone the Jesters, who are even worse and even

more super secretive than the Shriners. The Jesters never admit their

existence and will never select or invite someone to come into their

ranks if that person already knows about them. There was one court

case where the Jester were exposed in a sex crime. They usually kept

it under wraps but not this one. Have to look for it.

 
As for GHWB being an Illuminist, he raped, sodomized, murdered

kids and cannibalized them like Hillary, who was also an Illuminati

witch (7th level, and Bill is 5th level). According to one survivor’s

account, there was a specific military base reserved for GHWB’s use

when he went in there to sacrifice a person during his presidency —

four would go in but three would come out.

Most join the Mason’s & never rise beyond the first three degrees.

They do it for business advancement, connections, & to get

promotions in general. They know less than we do about what their

organizations is involved with & doing.

1799. The Illuminati was created on May 1 1776 and sought to control

the world. They hadn’t yet gotten ahold of the Masons.

This group of people have been around since ancient Babylon. The

word ‘illuminati’ is Latin for enlightened ones, and it appeared in the

15th century or so.
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The way I understand it… The founder of the Jesuits, Ignatius

Loyola, was a Jew. The founder of the Illuminati, Adam Weishaupt,

was a Jew and a Jesuit and was funded by the Rothschilds. The

Jesuits/ Illuminati infiltrated and subverted Freemasonry… In a

nutshell.

Police officers are all members of an affiliate organization to the

Masons, supposedly “a drinking society.” I can’t recall what they’re

called. They put up monument signs at obscure historical points.

They get a Jew or an Anglo Saxon to sell out, traitor, etc on their own

race or born one somehow looking like and or compliant to their

orders. If they can’t lie it seems they don’t bother. There has to be

deception like if they can. If not they tell as little truth as possible.

The truth is you and to thine own self be true. If someone or several

someone’s is random or diversion to you, then it’s a problem going

on, I can guess someone needs to discern if they are listening to truth

or not. If they are duplicating what you think it’s truth.

When and where! Millions are armed and ready to fight to recover

the republic! White hats, although I think are merely a hopium

illusion provided by the black hats, better step things up or We The

People will! Time is of the essence! We have had more than enough! I

marvel at how our government continues to be so brash in our face as

they steal us blind while enriching themselves! We want our freaking

$$ back… now! Load up!

The B/W hats movement was maybe just a start or should have been

enough? Nowhere is the military opening up Q&A for us commenters

and readers….

This shit’s not going to end the way the world is loaded with evil

people that are blatantly righteous, or coveting secrets, or even proud

braggers with their evil. They predator/prey and mostly using

materialism or lust tricks to conquer people.
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Nancy’s sex life is not on trial it was a murder attempt, but it’s in the

court spoke of and obviously contributes to her losing. Nancy don’t

think right about sex itself. This is like nothing sacred is going on,

just buy some and it’s energy to gain on people with…and it’s either

bothering people on some ethereal level or they just use it against

her.

Their authority is challenged mostly over people feeling like little to

no soul, just darkness, no energy. The planet’s thinking entities

appear to be calling for much higher standards for the purposes of

ascension of this earth. Military we hear on RRN, is all about just

taking out evil people in power. In the same time frame the new ager

ascension people and preppers are at extreme odds on what they say

is really going on.

So be it. Only Antifa and the sheep will be the victims. A battle ridden

future doesn’t need them. They are only cannon fodder unless they

wake up. Doubt it

The post said they would be delivered by a Marine firing squad, so it

shouldn’t be too difficult to figure out…

Why not use a 45-70 SPB that will leave a hole big enuff to throw a

golf ball through, which would do a better job of termination….a 7.62

Boat Tail Hollow Point bullet will just drill a small hole at entry and a

we bit larger at the exit point, just saying….

to his gonads. you see the vid of a shitbird sunni muslim shot point

blank in the scrotum with 5.56 and continued fighting and only died

8 months later from an infection?

Amen to that!! Jab that Filthbag POS with ten vax’s of from each

Criminal Corrupt Pharmaceutical Co.

What a scumbag this dude is trying to mandate the children of

military members with the kill shots. Thank God the military is now

picking these evil, soulless, satanic, pedo POS’s off.
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Last edited 1 day ago by Johnny Lunchbucket

I want his death to be as painful as possible. He murdered soldiers

and children without so much as a speck of remorse. Let him spend a

few months in solitary confinement since I have read that social

isolation is the worst form of torture. Then he can be taken out and

hung — or get the guillotine.

I’d prefer taking him a few miles offshore, tossing him overboard

with a couple of buckets of chum and watching the blues, the

hammerheads and the makos finish him off…

Let’s ]]-[[ope So !

 
There are 1 Million “operatives” in North America, all in positions of

influence and manipulation.

 
“they” have all been :promised: Protection.

 
What is the current state of the food processing plants that were

destroyed ? Are they being rebuilt ? Chem-Trails still appear in Our

Skies with the narrative excuse of Global Weather Warming/

HARRP-EMF-Manipulation.

 
][ saw the pic’s of the house fires in California, funny the shrubbery

didn’t burn or scorch away, but anything man-

made(cars,trucks,trailers) obliterated, and building’s totally gone

with crumbled stone works remaining .[Hiroshima/Nagasaki

Ghost’s]

 
Elitist’s can not function with the Open Public

 
World, “their” tunnel vision mindedness ego prevents that.

We’re W I N N I N G

They do not even have to go through GITMO , ENEMY

COMBATANTS CAN BE ADJUDICATED IN THE FIELD OF

BATTLE , THEY CAN BE EXECUTED in the FIELD OF BATTLED,

EXECUTED ON SIGHT. Predator Drones can be used to KILL and
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EXECUTE ENEMY COMBATANTS on the FIELD of BATTLE. This

has already be done, PRECEDENCE if needed has already taken

place. This has been done before.

Last figure I saw was 358,609 sealed indictments in 9-12-2022.

Probably another 150,000 added since then. Judge Jeff Sessions has

been working hard adding more, carefully ensuring each sealed

indictment was lawfully correct to satisfy military UCMJ and

Constitutional law. Understand that each sealed indictment can

include from one individual criminal up to 39 individuals in a group

indictment, such as a MS-13 gang, or perhaps a group of doctors

conspiring for a greedy hospital murdering for profit.

Those numbers are for the Sealed indictments. It does not include

unsealed , although that number is apparently a lot less.

“All will be Shown in The Light,,,

 
,,, and not one stone shall stand upon another.”

The President (legal one) is th executive Law enforcement officer of

the Federal government. He is the one who enforce “The Law of the

land”. Google is bullshit their little BAR attorneys who are foreign

agents to the Crown make shit up.

The President can sign the complaint, just like any citizen can which

is part of the indictment.

Things are really getting exciting. I love these releases. They make

me finally understand that good things ARE happening behind the

scenes. I’ve seen so many here and on other sites moan and groan

about nothing happening…. or it’s not happening fast enough. Think

of how many tribunals are going on at least five different sites. Think

of how Gitmo has been enlarged tremendously. Go look at aerial

photos of it five years ago and now to compare. We should all be

supportive and think positively about all the hard work that is going

on right now. I think Michael Baxter for his work here.
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We need to fill up each and every fema camp. There are currently

over 800. Those camps are meant for us just like Hitlers camps.

And those new buildings are supposed to be 4 floors deep with

nothing but cells for these criminals.

I believe ther are about a dozen Military Tribunal locations worlwide

now. Not all are US operated.

I love the sound of that, but where do you get this info? From

anonymous posts on 8chan or something?

We know that some traitors were tried by tribunals in DC as it is

‘foreign soil’, and there are other locations around the world besides

Gitmo conducting the same justice. We don’t need to see the data.

Just knowing it’s happening helps us sleep at night. God bless our

JAG judicial system and those who work behind the scenes to

implement accountability and stop these evil puppets.

We need to know because our tax dollars, instead of supporting these

scumbags, are now punishing them for the death and destruction

they have wreaked on us for far too long.

Do you guys just “assume” these articles are true without verifying? I

mean the author writes a good article, and in the case of this article

especially seems to know some serious detail most wouldn’t be able

to know. But without some real verification why believe any of these

articles? I watch weekly for articles I can go back and validate. Still

waiting on just one.

There are plenty of clues that support verification. But they are clues

for thinkers, not clues for people who want dinner served without

their doing anything to help. Over the years and months, people at

RRN have given out many clues.

Thank you, Michael. Every account you share with us is appreciated.

We have to remember how many victims EACH traitor defiled in

order to fully comprehend the magnitude of justice being executed
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against those seeking to destroy us and our great country. Good job!

Are ” they ” ever going to take -out the henchmen in big or massive

numbers, because these fucks are the lowlifes that make the plans ,

operations and orders of the degenerate treasonous shit heads ” they

” have been arresting and EXECUTING happen. With out henchmen

, most of not all of these heinous crimes and ACTS of TERRORISM,

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY , would have ever happened. KILL

the HENCHMEN , KILL them in MASSIVE NUMBERS. Just who are

the henchmen , FBI, DEA, FEMA, ATF , DHS, USDOJ, then filters

down to state , county and municipal LAW ENFORCEMENT,

PROSECUTORS AND JUDICIARY.

At the rate they’re arresting these bastards, our great grandchildren

will be dead. Time to ramp up the plan boys. It’s not like they’re

lacking resources. Let’s go!

We don’t know the number of arrests. We only see tiny snippets. It

could be a huge number of tribunals and sentences and executions.

The Military does not release much when the mission is still

underway. That’s fine with me. Just keep on hangin’ and bangin’.

I’ve been wondering: does the Devil, himself, actually also wear a

suit-and-tie? It seems that a suit is the true Satanic uniform (it ain’t

long hair and leather pants; metalheads are larpers).

Why doesn’t Mr. Satan appear then, in a red coveralls, a pitchfork,

cow horns growing out his head, with red dangly ear rings for extra

zing and handing out red hot jaw breaker candy, to politicians then….

Yes indeed, they are in every city.

 
TikTok They can’t hide from source and he doesn’t take bribes.

What until they start going after hospitals, doctors, pharmacists, and

the jab pushers like the MSM, holly wood etc.

Yep, the whole kit-and-caboodle! All complicit. At this point, one

would have to be a moron not to know!
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Clif High refers to that time, when the normies wakeup and realize

that they have been had and duped by the black hats and that day is

to be known as the “Big Ugly”……

At ALL levels of society. At ALL government institutions, state and

federal, EVERYONE who bullied others into taking these cursed jabs.

You got that right and all the lowlife Evil POS Scum need to be

exposed to the whole world for who they really are and what role they

played a part in this Crime against Humanity!! And not just arrest

them.. let them all meet their demise.. good riddance!!

Round them up all the House Rep and senator…state level and

Federal level….SoS and all governors. no more cherry picking.. it’s

too long now to wait.. any resistance, shoot in the spot.

Every time a “berg”, stein or “ski” gets executed, I rejoice!!! I hate

them as much as God does.

2 Esdra 1:24

 
Jeremiah 8

 
Luke 19:27

 
Psalm 21:10

 
Revelation 2:09 & 3:09

 
Acts 7:43

No, God does NOT hate them…..God wants that NONE should

perish….only repentant hearts & believers on the Lord Jesus Christ

shall be saved, no matter what their skin color or last name is…..you

really need to study your Bible to show yourself approved~

He also wants those who harm innocent children to be thrown into

the depths of the sea with a millstone tied around their necks… I’m

fine with that.

So long as it’s a shark infested sea & they have been sliced & bleeding

before being thrown overboard.
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Alas sharks are some dummies. If you can keep your heart rate low

they barely even notice you. It’s fear and flailing that draws them in.

Try to not behave like a dying fish, or an oblivious seal in the case of

whites, and Bob’s your uncle.

Take the old testament , the flood , Sodom and Gomorrah, or

passover killing of Egyptian first born sons?

She blindly receives the judaized version. GOD’s cursed enemies

painted over with a ‘chosen people’ brush, even though they spit

every time they mention the name of JESUS.

Which god’s are you referring to? Be specific, man, the Hindu god,

the Buddha god, Jainist god, the white man’s god, the goddam god,

the gook god, the Islam god, the Jew god, greed street money god,

Biden’s god, etc….

You hypocrite, ..within 11 minutes you comment, ” god. Wants that

none should perish”, ..then you say ” that NO tax dollars should be

wasted,..Hang em “.

 
You are either a NUT condoning execution, or someone attempting

to sway comments into a religious gathering…

 
Can , I get an AMEN ?

They are not of the lineage of Adam. The deal is not for them. They

know it, that’s why they hate you.

 
Jesus told them they were liars from the beginning. They hung him.

‘There you go again,’ with your 501c3, government run, churchy

church, pious bullshit.

Jesus makes it clear there are TWO classes of souls; children of God,

and, children of their father, the devil.

You really need to have the Holy Spirit reveal to you that your

churchy church CRT clergy response team government pastor has

given you a strong delusion.
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No, you need to read the Bible some more. GOD does hate some, the

truly wicked. He hates Esau and his descendants, written clearly in

the Bible. The truly wicked are destined for the Lake of Fire, never

offered salvation. These satanic wicked we are battling currently,

trafficking children, raping, torturing, sacrificing innocent children,

can certainly be certified enemies of GOD.

“The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth

violence His soul hateth. Upon the wicked He shall rain snares, fire

and brimstone, and an horrible tempest: this shall be the portion of

their cup.” (Psalm 11:5-6)

“As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.” (Romans

9:13)

“I have loved you,” says the Lord. But you say, “How have You loved

us?” “Was Esau not Jacob’s brother?” declares the Lord. “Yet I have

loved Jacob; but I have hated Esau, and I have made his mountains a

desolation and given his inheritance to the jackals of the wilderness.”

(Malachi 1:2-3)

“Should you help the wicked and love those who hate the LORD and

so bring wrath on yourself from the LORD?” (2 Chronicles 19:2)

“Do I not hate those who hate You, O LORD? And do I not loathe

those who rise up against You? I hate them with the utmost hatred;

They have become my enemies.” (Psalm 139:21-22)

You are a classic example of the word “prejudice”. No doubt your

name appears in the dictionary next to the word. Is this

enlightenment?

Which one? Over 50 versions were found in the Dumbs under the

Vatican alone. I seem to recall reading that the Bible has had over

700 chapters come and go.
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This guy may have been a Polish catholic. Aren’t there any nefarious

non-jews?

 
After a good look at him, he looks indeed, khazarian.

Shhh! Don’t complicate things for the simpletons! All of these names

are German and Polish, and are highly common there among people

who aren’t even slightly Jewish. I know that first-hand because my

last name ends with -berg, yet I’ve never even met a Jew. At least as

far as I know. I’m even more sure that I’m not a Jew.

Yeah, tthey took German names by and large, with a smattering of

Gold, Silver and Diamond mixed into the names, cause you know,

they worship money as much as Moloch.

That’s German too. With the end of feudalism in Germany, the newly

“freed” took last names according to what they did: Goldman = gold

smith, Goldberg = gold miner. They had a bureau in Germany very

recently where Germans with…unflattering names like Scheissman

(shitman) = “sanitation worker”, could apply to change their name.

It was much the same in English. Smith, Bowyer, Mason etc etc etc.

It was just somewhat more explicit in German. The Jews moved to

Germany when the Russians conquered Khazaria in the Middle Ages,

and therefore Yiddish Jews had to adopt the naming conventions

there.

They named themselves after rocks, water, mountains, roads and

other nouns. The name: Steven Spielberg translates out to “Play

Mountain”, whatever that’s supposed to mean, who incidently is a

great movie maker and a pedophile too….

That too, although most European naming conventions were frozen

or just ended in the 19th century, or even before. Theater was a thing

back then, so people will sometimes be named for doing that. But

you don’t have any Nuclear Scientistbergs. It’s all just old stuff.
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And executed, according to some reports. I also read that Tierra del

Fuego is where they hold the Hollywood tribunals & since there are

no prison cells @ Tierra del Fuego, they house them in the FEMA

camps until their tribunals.

 
I cannot verify any of this. It’s info gleaned from reports & “executed”

lists on the internet.

John 3:16 For God so loved the WORLD that He gave His only

begotten son that WHOSOEVER believes in him will NOT PERISH

but have EVERLASTING LIFE.

 
It doesn’t say everybody but the Bergs, Steins or the Skis. God is not

prejudiced. He created every single person on this planet and He

even went so far as to say both Judgement AND Revenge belongs to

Him alone. If you didn’t create them then you do NOT get to judge

them as worthy or unworthy of God’s precious love. Love is the key to

God’s door. Try reading about that for a while. Jesus talked about it

incessantly. He said “This is my COMMANDMENT that you LOVE

one another.”

John 3:19 sums up how God views humanity. Along with Genesis

6:5; Jeremiah 17:9; Psalm 14:1-2… The human condition is

completely void of anything good, ma’am. The only good anyone

possesses is the sin from which they were born under.

Who exactly heard God say anything? Could it be that the Bible is

one-sided and directed propaganda to control and influence the

thoughts of the masses, so that the masses don’t go after the zealots

that control everything? Vengeance is mine, sayeth the Lord.

Meaning that we shouldn’t go after the people screwing us over. They

connived and wrote the Bible to sound legit, (the word of God), to

fool everyone as to its legitimacy. I believe that people must be

willing to sacrifice their dogma in order to know the real truth behind

things.

Last edited 1 day ago by Mark David
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You forgot the single most important premise… they sold their souls

to Satan and have no intention of returning! Satan will not allow it…

they will die damned as Satan makes life impossible if they reneged

on their deal.

Very true! God hates the sin & the sinner! Those who reject His

Atonement thru Christ will be buried in their sins!

I agree. . Poles should not be included in the sphere of evil just

because of their names. And even the normal Jewish believers among

them would concur.

Not making this up but according to holy scriptures, anyone who

hates his or her fellow brother or sister commits murder. 1 John 3:15.

Blessings,

Gavin Newsom too! But do to efficient cloning, you would never

know it! What’s up with that shit? And why are the White Hats the

last to know??

Taken care of, per RRN. They need to arrest the duplicates, clones,

actors etc. With those, people continue to be duped. I can’t

understand why Hunter’s duplicate can be passed off as Hunter!

The problem with this arrest is that this person could just be

misguided as are the rest of the vaxed sheep and only following

orders. Trump, himself, continues to be clueless as to the lethality of

the clot shot. With NO clear leadership speaking against the shot

publicly, you can’t blame the clueless. The so-called White Hats

continue to allow the sheep to descend off the edge of the cliff and

will be held accountable by the Almighty. “To whom much has been

given, much will be required” (Luke 12:48).

Hopefully if that is the case it will be evident and he will not face

ultimate punishment.
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He’s eligible for ultimate punishment simply for overstepping

bounds to the degree of trampling parental decisions to the point of

their children’s deaths plural. I guarantee the first minor fatality

subsequent to a jab was brought to his attention.

 
After Congress had already repealed the military mandates. Treason.

ABSOLUTELY ! And what is up with these people pimping for

ASSHOLES all of the sudden, I sense an infestation of trolls. BE

VIGILANT PEOPLE

We all know right from wrong , taking orders is not an excuse … a

great many died because of him!

What makes you think that? Trump knows what is going on with just

about everything! There is much that you do not know. I don’t always

agree with Trump, but he still knows a lot more than we do about

what is happening. Getting some higher ups can be tricky and I think

he baits some. I would, though, LOVE to see a valid list of those who

have already been arrested and then executed. Remember this is not

a fight against flesh and blood, but powers and principalities in all

the heavenly places. I also do not think Malaanoski was just

misguided, I think he belonged to Gen. Milley and Austin’s crowd.

I disagree. We have screamed plenty loud in multiple platforms. This

plan that we are following has been studied and drawn up over

decades to bring about the safest outcome. They are no longer asleep.

They are running from the truth and they are embarrassed to admit

that they are the reason for all of the deaths that are taking place.

” embarrassed ” These lowlifes are MASS MURDERERS, engaged in

an ACT of TERRORISM , TREASON , CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY, these lowlifes are down right EVIL FUCKING

DEGENERATE DERANGED SOCIOPATHS. Embarrassment is not

what they are voiding, for Christ sake WAKE UP ,Rose! wtf
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Trump was misinformed on many occasions, but he must let the

crimes begin before the hangings can begin. One reason is to teach us

all about what we are up against. If you simply fix the problems, most

people won’t even pay attention. But if you make them live the pain

for a while, see it with their own eyes, they will remember and teach

others.

I am very aware of all that Michael , but that is NOT what has been

going on here, NOT at all.

Excuse me Bozo, I am in the medical field and watched Trump fall

into the vaccine trap. I personally called Homeland Security and the

FDA to sound my high alarm to implementation of a gene-altering

agent disguised as a “vaccine”. I live and breathe this vax circus ,

including my refusal to be vaccinated myself. However, I have found

many innocent people duped into taking the poison and I saw that

Trump was indeed CLUELESS. Not Guilty but CLUELESS.

That would explain why Trump was muscling republicans to vote for

someone who undermined Trump – McCarthy as speaker of the

house. If nothing else proved Trump’s cluelessness, that did.

Watch the comments about 12 D Chess…

In this regard, the jury is out. Since a tip revealed that McCarthy was

living with Frank Luntz (and it was proven true) ostensibly so that

McCarthy could make sure that Luntz was “taking his medicine”,

perhaps as Cawthorn observed, the Penthouse served as one of the

sex hideouts revealed by Cawthorn. In which case, Trump has

McCarthy by the balls.

Not necessarily so. A tip revealed that McCarthy was living with

Democratic lobbyist Frank Luntz. McCarthy admitted it but said he

was there to make sure that Frank takes his meds. Considering how

Cawthorn revealed the compulsory DC sex parties, perhaps Trump

has McCarthy by the balls.
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My comments disappear and RE-appear after I repost (above). Also,

if going oldest to newest or vice versa they disappear. So Bozo, that is

why I am forced to repeat.

Hi Christine, Badlands Media put out an article titled Why Trump

push the vax. Worth the read. It enlightened me. Blessings,

everyone knows why… bc hes so scared of the satanic media he

would rather 2/3 of the earth die than tell the truth about the

satanists depopulation plans. anyone supporting such an evil evil

being is worse than the satanists.

Bullshit. Trump is locked in a deadly war with a deadly enemy that

has been planning this war for thousands of years. Trump is clueless

about nothing, is a 1959-1964 New York Military Academy trained

military tactical expert using disinformation, reverse psychology,

slight of hand, Sun Tzu Art of War tactics, keeping the enemy always

off balance and making terrible mistakes. Because of his efforts and

the splendid military behind him, we will win this war.

Many of us do not trust you doctors, nurses, hospitals because most

of you have pissed all over your Hippocratic Oaths for decades. Bozo.

You’re a piece of fucking shit dude.

Again hopefully you’re entire bloodline took drumps death

jab…….and you suffer greatly.

You are frightened to death, and probably should be. I warned my

family immediately, and we immediately took the

Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, zinc publicly recommended by

President Trump and Dr Ben Carson, which was quietly provided for

us by good family doctors.

I tested the Durvet 1.87% horse paste on myself for emergency use,

no ill effects, used it regularly for the past 2 years. Having used anti-

parasitical Quinine in Nam, I purchased several bottles made from
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Cinchona tree bark and am using that regularly in case I get too near

a shedding JAB victim. Quite healthy using common sense to remain

so.

im not frightened at all…. ive been anti vax for 25 years. again youre

an evil piece of shit and hopefully youre entire bloodline ‘ LIVES

THE PAIN AND SUFFERS GREATLY” since that what you think this

planet needs.

Michael , did the possibility ever occur to you that DJT is playing two

SIDES of the COIN

My response to you can be found under “newest”. For some reason it

doesn’t show here. You can find it under your name, Bozo.

The million dollar question is… was he given bribes to support the

vax? If he was, then fry the sob.

Bribes or NOT , this ASSHOLE is going to be EXECUTED, and the

sooner the better, FUCK THIS LOWLIFE JAG-OFF, EXECUTE HIM

, TAG HIM AND BAG HIM , NEXT!

It doesn’t sound to me like he wants to fry people. It sounds to me

like he just wants to fry SOME people. It’s an important distinction

to make.

There’s a difference between being pro-lethal injections and

threatening people. The difference between being in the docks at

Nuremberg 2.0 and being hanged, and just being an unhelpful

dummy, basically. One is very bad, the other is just a little bad. Let’s

keep some perspective here. If this nut had said “personal choice, I

don’t care” instead of the things he actually said, he wouldn’t be

where he is right now.

They are well paid off with the Rothy bribe money pot, to their off

shore bank accounts…greed moves in delicious ways that even well

respected doctors; such as this “shit for brains clown” took the deep
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state creed bait to hand out the death shot to our military and

dependents….or else…

NO , this fuck knew EXACTLY what he was ordering Military

personnel , dependent Families and retirees to get the VACCINE

KILL SHOTS and BOOSTERS, this is why he was MAKING

THREATS to them about the repercussions if they did NOT get the

VACCINE KILL SHOTS and BOOSTERS. Know full well White Hats

and JAG have checked out this ASSHOLES accounts and finances, no

doubt he was reaping big cash and ILL-GOTTEN GAINS FOR HIS

TREASON , ACTS of TERRORISM and CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY. Besides , it is this ASSHOLES job to not be misguided.

WE are aware of DJT and Berger, NO ONE is getting away with these

heinous crimes , TREASON, etc. , NO ONE. I will just leave it at that

for now.

I think the convictions at GITMO are showing evidence of

KNOWINGLY poisoning humanity, like in their emails and phone

calls, if I may use that Q term.

If you have been reading here lately, the phrase: ” I WAS JUST

FOLLOWING ORDERS” doesn’t cut it. At all. Anyone following evil

orders gets hung. Period.

Tell that to the people that gave the vaccine to 262,908,216 citizens.

Well, we sure won’t have an organ shortage. They freeze well.

Vaxxed organs are no good. Vaxxed blood either. Btw the military

ordered all vaxxed blood supples destroyed. It would be the same for

ruined organs full of vaxine parasites, etc. etc. etc.

what if they were misinformed like trump? they should hang as well

correct? bc being misinformed isnt an excuse for murder right?

He didn’t mandate anything. He told people they had the choice. Go

drink some more wine sir.
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no thats actually not what he said you evil piece of trash. he called

himself the father of the vaccine and told all his supporters that they

should take it knowing it would kill them. hopefully your entire

bloodline dies first since you support mass genocide.

youre an evil vile liar. he called himself the father of the vaccine and

told his supporters numerous times to take the jab

Mr. Baxter, often the story of the apprehension is the most

interesting part of your news. I hope you’ll include it next time, and

every time. And BTW, the story remains unntold as to how DC, seat

of government, became DC, the ghost town. As you know, I’m a

writer and with full credentials and a full roll-o-dex, I could gather

the story for you.

Delenda Est Coniurati [The Cabal must be destroyed]

Unfortaunetly, I’ve been there too. I had to travel there two days last

month. It was hardly a ghost town.

Unfortunately? Too bad.

I had a good time. The museums are cool, and there are a lot of good

restaurants.

Birds choose their own nest. The fact that you’re right at home in the

district of corruption with something like a 99% democrat voting

base comes as no surprise.

How about Tyler Perry’s White House? What has been going on

there. The weather has to be better.

“AFAIK”= As Far As I Know~ is that correct Michael? Pardon my

lack of acronym lingo. =)

 
*Does seem to be the consensus, per feet w/cameras on the ground

in DC, as for the People’s House being “dark”, “occupied only by

military guard”. I find this encouraging each time it’s mentioned.
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So is the White House empty as they keep saying to us or is the fake

president Biden really there

Is the “white” house really white? This was asked by my Army drill

sergeant multiple times, plus “who’s buried in Grant’s tomb”, until

the point, one no longer knew what was what….!

Was there anything to suggest that the usual business is being

handled in the Capitol Building by either the usual suspects or by

masked actors?

Michael , you never got back to me about Tyler Perry’s White House,

since DS lowlife criminals were taken down at TP’s White House ,

have the DS continued to use that facility? And why are they , the DS

being allowed to do so?

WAIT! WAIT! WAIT! You offered to “gather” the DC story for

Michael, but you can’t get “said info” for yourself?

 
Trolling for intel here to alleviate your writer’s block?

I’m waiting. I’m waiting. I’m waiting. 800 miles from DC puts

empirical observation beyond my daily reach. I offered to travel there

for him, but received no interest in return. As to your “Trolling here

for intel,” that yielded little. Reading the RRN news, above, however,

is well worth it. This string is more like first aid. And if I had writer’s

block, you do not cure it with “intel.” Pat, all I can say is that there

must be a Social Dominance Syndrome gambit in this messy

discussion somewhere, but you have not yet found it. My feelings are

intact. Keep trying. I’ll be back.

MB and I both agree that DC isn’t a ghost town.

Are you calling us liars?

Let me be CLEAR,

 
I AM calling billy bob kaulfield

 
A DEPLORABLE Time wasting useless, “TROLL”…

 
Who knows full well that he LYES…
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I think you should go to D.C. and tell us what you see. Maybe we

could get the truth from you like we do from Michael.

I never said that.

 
Don’t put words in my mouth.

 
All I said I was in DC two days. The shopping centers were flooded,

and people were mulling about the street.

My apologies. But your comments indicate that Shutterbug is lying.

Also, “milling” about the street.

I have a granddaughter who graduated from college and moved to

DC for a job. Her roommate works for a congressman. They joined a

softball team there and said that there are lots of opportunities for

things like that in DC.

I’m thinking all those people at the shopping centers and mulling

about the streets of DC could very well be clones. Yes , clones being

used to make things in DC appear to be normal, yes , nothing out of

the ordinary. ALL of these ” people ” are possibly FLATFOOT

Mutherfuckers. I am not kidding either, I have reasons for this

possibility, but I will wait for a response , if one is forthcoming.Take

Care

Excellent! The man on the scene! I’m acqainted with you, Shutterbug

(Jim). I think a periodic column of observations is something that

you could pull off. Care to give it a go? I’d be an avid reader! If our

proprietor objects, I’d be obliged if you would post your observations

and news on my site (Done at the request of WrongWayCorrigan).

Important work was done by “Mustang Medic” in the Winter of 2021

in DC, but I believe he’s gone. His January 19th four-hour video was

more than epic. It was historic. Jim, the topography of DC is a major

gap and I’m hungry to know more. Mr. Baxter, here is an opportunity

for you. If you like his copy, could you give him an occasional few

column inches?
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How do you reconcile MB’s (and mine) observations with

Shutterbug’s? They are at odds with each ither.

Last edited 1 day ago by Bill Kaulfield

Interesting, Bill. About a third of my half-hour monologues on

Rumble are about the perceptual difficulties leading up to our

enslavement within The Matrix. Observation outside your 100-foot

personal circle is unreliable. You have become your own reporter.

You gather your own dots. You curate those dots and you become

your own editor and so assemble them into a picture of the world.

The Age of Empiricism ended election night 2020. We have returned

to a modified Cartesian Age of Rationalism. I term it The Age of

Assisted Reason, which is a Cartesian-Kantian dialectic with

admixtures of Hume. Briefly, the Kantian Ding An Sich has not only

been made possible, it has been made inevitable. The logic of your

tautology and your solipsistic experience transmutes ruined-proofs

into Kant’s “thing for itself.” All else has been tampered with. Each

person has become the arbiter of the actual. The flexibility to admit

of revision is key, but it is a key that each mind supplies itself. That’s

how. wwg1wga

You don’t need a Cartesian-Kantian dialectic for this particular

question.

All you need is a plane ticket to DC.

It’s a big world, Bill. The old way of conferring authenticity upon

“fact” won’t work without the risk of getting fooled; and the acts of

jetting-around the globe to provide yourself a thousand “100-foot

personal circles” won’t work either. This is the “solitary” part of “man

the social solitary.” Every series of downs does not work and the NFL

has invented the punt for such occasions. My “revision” is equivalent

to their “punt.” BTW, I suggest boycotting this generation of jocks

until the traitors in their midst have retired.
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You twice asked Shutterbug to report for you. Why not do it yourself,

if it’s that important? DC is easy to get to.

Last edited 1 day ago by Bill Kaulfield

How do you know that? All he said was that he lived “few miles” from

DC.

A few miles can mean a lot of things.

DC Corporation is defunct, out of business. I watched the fake Biden

inauguration and motorcade videos repeatedly. There were no

crowds of citizens. The National Guardsmen lining the road turned

their backs on the mororcade. A big nono. When Jill and Joe reached

the door to the White House, it was locked, no Marine to open the

door, both Jill and Joe tried to open it. First time ever that a

‘President’ touched those doors. Then the videos ended, the FAKE

News media uncertain what the hell was going on.

Remember bonehead’s dog who kept biting security guards, well, I

live in Wilmington and the boneheads and I have the same vet. I can

assure you the vet went to the WH to personally pick up the dog to

bring him back and euthanize him. Remember bonehead said he was

re-homed to a wonderful family? He fucking lies about

EVERYTHING.

I do not remember if I read it here or somewhere else, but I recall

reading that Camel toe was with them or was in the lead demanding

that the Marines open the gate but was refused entry. Also that was

exchange of fire took place between the resident SS and the Marines.

The fake resident and the fraud Kamel toe entourage backed off.

They also tried to enter the Pentagon led by traitor Millie but the

Guards refused them entry as well. I saw a video of this incident but

was modified to only show them at the entrance, as if entering, then
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leaving smiling pretending that they entered and leaving. Traitor

Millie’s face showed the opposite. N.B. The supposed presidential

limo needed a very good car wash

Biden was indeed turned away by the Pentagon. I was driving home

in the evening when the story came on the radio. I immediately

started texting people. Then the next day, Senator Blunt(Mo) gave a

press conference saying that we don’t know who the President is.

After that, we only have rumors. The rumor is that China got the

heads up from this action and demanded that Biden be put in place.

At the fake inauguration Biden was escorted by a Chinese gentleman

with a red star on his lapel. This is the “ruse” we are living through.

The White Hats (who I now call pink) have let this circus descend

into Hell. 262 Million vaxed people later.

What we didn’t know at the time was that China owned Biden. There

was no knowledge of Hunter’s laptop. However, upon President Xi’s

third inauguration he apologized to the Chinese people. Why? Is it

because he financed American Satanic Degenerates in the form of

Clinton, Obama, Bush, Pelosi and Biden to the chagrin of Putin? The

gig is up. Supposedly, the Chinese money game ends in June.

Seriously? Xi Jinping never apologizes to anybody, he tells people

off. Look at how he treated Trudeau at the Bali conference. He never

apologizes for his actions, that’s why so many people died in China

since the start of the bio-engineered plague. President Trump offered

to help him save his people after Dr. Wenliang died, but Xi refused it.

How ugly is that?!

Ok Xena, time for you to research President Xi’s New Year’s speech

(NY Eve 2022). WSJ: “Mr Xi appeared to acknowledge that his U-

turn on Zero-Covid has dented public trust in his leadership”.

Fortune: “Without directly referring to the protests Xi said it’s ‘it’s

only natural’ for the country’s 1.4 B people to have different concerns

and views”. And on and on different sources. On Dec 07, China

removed the last major pieces of the Zero-Covid regime. Up to
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November, Xi was not budging on removal of Zero-Covid, in spite of

the most widespread protests seen in decades. By all accounts, this

was a stunning reversal, acknowledging the personal and economic

damage that had been afflicted onto the public.

BTW- the rest of my statement is going down rabbit holes. The

Chinese money train is drying up for the Deep State. Two Trillion is

the last gasp. China/Putin’s alliance stands firm.

This is not what we are talking about here. This is not what the

article is about. Stay on topic and quit trying to divert attention from

your evil profession. What we are talking about is your evil

profession. No amount of spinning is going to convince any of us that

little minions are not COMPLICIT. You are in the wrong place here

and as per your writing you are in the wrong place in your profession

as well. Sucks to be you eh? Oh, and you are not a God. Get used to

that.

They’re saying the CORP of DC is dead. out of business, bankrupted.

Tourists only walking around. White house closed due to tribunals

Well, lets put it this way, You wont see Joe Biden there in person.

Maybe on TV, but not in person. CGI

Clones, possibly in big numbers too, Not kidding either, could very

well be lots of FLATFOOT Mutherfuckers walking about.

Understand, clones are not just being made of celebrities , politicians

and known individuals. These clones and cloning tech are used for

many purposes like supplanting everyday people. You may not be

aware as of yet, the Covid PCR Test is really about cloning, it is

considered a clone device , This according to the NIH and this is

detailed at the NIH website apparently. They want people to keep

being tested for the covid virus so people keep taking the Covid PCR

Tests. Because with every test the NIH is checking to see how far

along the cloning of the tested population is coming along. Every

PCR test given is tracking each particular individual. Do you
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understand what I am talking about here , the sub-planting of every

real human being with a clone or clones. I realize this is some very

heinous shit, but this appears to be what is going on. Think about

this , get back to me if you like. Take Care

A ghost town is a deserted town with few or no remaining

inhabitants. Tourists are not considered inhabitants imho. Blessings,

IT’s a GOOK and WOKE town, lots of miscreants, dirt-bags , sexual

predators , TRAITORS , deviants and other assorted lowlifes. Plenty

shit to write about, you may have trouble getting published. Hey ,

nothing ventured , nothing gained.

It’s good to see some Latin in these comments! You’re clearly

thinking of Cato’s famous expression, Delenda est Carthago

(Carthage must be destroyed), but here one would have to amend

that to read Delendi sunt Coniurati (The conspirators must be

destroyed).

And indeed they must, every last one of these murderous scumbags.

I’m enjoying the Latin tags! And that one from the comic playwright

Plautus is excellent. No man is wise enough on his own.

Sadly most folk here aren’t going to understand what you write. No

fault of theirs of course, it’s our dreadful education system which

regards a knowledge of the classical languages (Latin and Ancient

Greek) as inimical to the project of dumbing everyone down so that

they can’t think for themselves.

Incidentally, solis above should should read solus.

Thanks Tim! I always appreciate a good editor! Wow, I haven’t read

Plautus since the Menaechmi in freshman year. BTW, just for grins,

there is a “Gregory Hays” translation of Marcus Aurelius which is

much much better than the old Rouse. Est sine qua non. And the

Lombardo ones for Homer, too; which also suffered from Rouse but

now are liberated back into meter. Likely, you’ve already
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encountered these, but I thought I’d mention. One of my 36

monologues devolves upon etymology in Websters. Latin, Greek, Old

Norse, OHG, and, of course, Norman French & French. There are

definitions never specified that sometimes cry out from the old root

words, making for a class of meanings that I call “what you know, but

don’t know you know.” In case you’re interested, it’s Episode 15 and

my shortest. Just click on my name if this strikes a chord. This

“Dumbing down” of which you wrote will be the subject of future

Episode 38 bringing together NYC publishing, Orwell’s concept of

simplifying the language to limit our capacity to think, and a deep

state murder combined with ambush television journalism in service

to their remarkably well executed gambit of “30-years of nothing to

read.” I will likely fictionalize this. After the great return, Trump

needs to appoint a publishing ombudsman with U.S. Marshal

authority.

If you need work , hit up Delevic for his monthly income on-line bs

scam, It might work out real well for you , he posts that shit at every

story at RRN at least once. yeah , hit him up, he will square you away,

big bucks on-line month after month, and soon enough you will be

posting Delevic adds at RRN too!

No problem , just hope you get some stuff printed and published, so

you can generate some income for yourself, Take Care

If you are itching for this story of yours to be told, by all means get a

website and tell your stories. Don’t try to latch onto MB’s popularity,

piggyback on his dime and claim the glory.

 
Apparently Michael has much better connections and sources,

otherwise you would not be skulking around his site.

 
If you are a writer, then WRITE. Someone may actually follow you.

I have a friend who lives in Silver Springs Maryland a15 minute drive

to DC. I asked him if he is aware that DC is a “ghost town” as

suggested by a lot on this site and elsewhere. His answer, I don’t
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know. People living in areas surrounding DC are probably under a

gag order or threatened somehow. Lord help us. Blessings,

MB, your reporting has failed to certify this man’s guilt. He may just

be another clueless sheep following orders. Without clear public

leadership broadcasting the danger of the vaccine and Pharma

continuing to advertise it on the airwaves, the only guilty party here

may be the so-called White Hats who continue the ruse. Luke 12:48

“To whom much has been given, much is required”.

This article is not to “certify”, this mans Guilt, ,

 
it is just to report the arrest, he will get his Tribunal, and the

evidence will provide the Final RESULTS.

Michael, why is Nancy Pelosi still showing up in Washington, DC.

How can one tell if she is a clone or the real person? And how is this

person any different than the original? This multiplicity is a never

ending saga, kill one and another one steps into their place.

Yes! And any clones, actors, body doubles, etc filling in for her and

perpetuating the hoax should get same guilty verdict at their tribunal

and same hanging execution.

The clones , actors , body doubles etc. that are perpetuating the hoax

should be EXECUTED on sight. The verdict of GUILTY has been

made, judgement has been reached. so once again they should be

EXECUTED ON SIGHT. No need for more bullshit.

Fake news, Nancy Pelosi is alive. Clone? What our all these people

here, preschoolers? Get real.

Her and all the other ones they got rid of. As long as the White Hats

or whoever keep replacing them with clones, the shit show continues

and the sleepers continue believing the lies. And then they say it’s

part of the Plan to wake people up? Give me a break. Who’s playing

who in this wretched plan?
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Are you blind? That woman is 30 years younger, walks with a

springier step, is obviously not a drunkard.

Michael very clearly educated us on the execution of the real Pelosi.

Any others are clones or body doubles, or actors wearing masks. I

hate it, too, but hopefully the truth will be made known to the world

through the EBS and we’ll get rid of these doubles ASAP.

Glad you like that one. I have to tell though, there is much more to

this flatfoot clone business I sense. Actually I have had some some

thoughts on this FEET thing for a very long time , like some fifteen

years. Long before for this flatfoot clone business. This FEET thing I

do believe is some very serious stuff, but I will leave it at that for

now. Take Care

She has Raven Legs, human overlay rubber legs for effect.

 
Behind closed door’s Nancy has a perch, with an over spill tray.

We ALL know the difference between right a d wrong …. and they

knew that shot was never tested a d should never have used … but

they wanted the money and they KNEW ! I have lost 2 young

relatives ( previously fit and well) and a 3rd spent 14 weeks in

hospital and still has no life! I want them to PAY … we cannot have

mass murders without retribution! They chose to kill and must then

lose their lives !

i am not in charge like he was and i am not clueless / if he is that

fuking stupid hang the dumb bastard … but i believe he knew better

and did it all on purpose

I would apply Jesus’ statement (Lk 12.48) in exactly the opposite

manner! If the White Hats are Jesus’ servants (as clearly they are),

and if Heaven has given them the authority and the opportunity to

arrest treasonous criminals (as it clearly has), then it is incumbent on

them to make use of these heavenly gifts to exercise due justice on

this Earth. Were they to fail to do that, they would be punished by

Heaven, if not in this world, most certainly in the next.
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The story of the “unprofitable servant” who was “cast out into the

darkness where there was wailing and the gnashing of teeth.” From 2

gospels, I think, and Matthew was one, I believe. Was Luke the

other?

Take that shit up at your next Bible study cult coven or circle of Sin.

Or get Delevic to get you a job , on-line for 1300 shekels per month.

What he clearly did was recommend the troops and commanders

dismiss the overturn of a directive within the military…..which is not

a normal action of a committed member of the military and in fact

seems a traitor’s act to me as well as his endorsement of willful

intentional harm to the troops.

This so-called doctor took an oath to up hold our constitution against

all enemies; foreign and domestic when accepted his title and he

chose to take a bribe against his oath of office and now he gets to

snivel and boohoo in his new 8 x 9′ concrete block suite at hotel

Gitmo….TS, that means tough situation or tuff shit…another spoiler

taken down and this is great revenge against enemies against the

people that I’m enjoying….hang’em high..Clint E. needs to be the

hangman with the line…Go ahead, make my dayyyy…

Clint is most likely a PEDOPHILE as well, as are most of the

Hollywood ASSHOLES, so he should hang himself.

I did not ACCUSE, I said most likely so folks need to be aware. And

YES the possibility is there and very REAL. Clint was or is prolific in

HOLLYWOOD, staring in movies and film and producing and

directing the same. So using the term ” most likely ” is ENTIRELY

abt and appropriate, SO do NOT give me any grief or business about

my suppositions on the fucks that serve their Hollywood Masters.

These lowlifes that the US Military have been arresting and then held

before a US Military Court , facing TRIBUNAL have been declared

ENEMY COMBATANTS. They are not being treated as US citiizens,

they are ENEMY COMBATANTS.
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Pretty sure that isn’t Baxter’s job AND just following orders is no

excuse. Someone tells me to threaten people like this, I tell them

exactly where they can stick it and say the exact opposite, even if it’s

just in protest. Individual responsibility. A forgotten concept

obviously, but one I think sounds just swell. We should try it!

MB is not judge, jury & executioner. You opened the wrong door. Go

to the one with the flames & DS nameplate and ask to speak to the

“boss”. You know, the one with ram’s head, horns, human torso, goat

legs & cloven feet.

You are either a DS troll or you just crawled out from under a very

big rock. Ship going down and you trying to lighten the load by

casting the sh*t?

“So-called White Hats”, DS slander.

 
“Ruse”? Stratagem works better.

Yes, they are called “so-called White Hats” since they allowed Big

Dummy Biden to be the President, knowing the vote was rigged at

the Rome Embassy. Once in, Big Dummy mandated the vaccine,

opened the border, fled Afghanistan leaving behind Patriots (and

equipment), threatened to destroy the nord stream pipeline (and

did?) to provoke Putin, shut down the Keystone pipeline, stopped

funding of US gas and oil, etc etc. Again Luke 12:48. The White Hats

are a bloody pink.

Comprehend what? A whole lot of people were following orders and

administering the vaccine. USAFacts, 262,908,216 (or 79%) of the

population has been vaxed. From that number, imagine how many

people were involved who actually gave the injection. Now, do you

plan on putting a bullet into each of them? Think logically, people.

Trust the plan retards don’t think logically they trust the

plan.nevermind the fact that the plan is murdering billions.
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I don’t believe any DS stats. They pull those stats out of their asses

and then the Mocking Bird Media carries them. As you can see if you

go back through all the articles here, following orders is not an

acceptable plea. Sorry, it sounds like you have done good work, but

many of your co-workers will not get off the hook as they have

BREACHED the TRUST of the people. You can be glad Christine,

that you were on the right side of things and I would recommend that

you stay that way. The writing is on the wall here. Literally. Just

sayin’

Way too much actual truth for trust the plan retards.

They will continue trusting the Cheeto vax pimp until 2/3 of the

planet is dead

” Certify this man’s guilt. ” That would be for the US Military court

and TRIBUNAL to do. Christine you are a member of the clueless

sheep. As for Luke , that that up with your bible study cult.

I agree with the now part. Why wait? Our tax dollars don’t need to

keep treasonous people comfortable.

They can test blood samples and see if he had shots or not. They

won’t need a blood test to tell when he gets his next shot.

So if he is not vaccinated then get ready to safely drain down his 8

pints of blood in the following few minutes after being hung.

This gives us the appearance something is being done.

 
Blowing up the CV19 manufacturing labs everywhere should slow

down the distribution process. Then mass arrests of thousands.

DO NOT TAKE THE COVID PCR TESTS EITHER , The covid PCR

tests are essentially for cloning, the tests are considered a cloning

device. This is detailed and described at the NIH website.
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Just as I said, Covid PCR tests, they are essentially cloning devices,

used for the purposes of cloning. Go to bitchute, hit up ”

TheBigAwakeningQ – channel, the story title is ” Cloning….They Can

Delete You….! ” listen to the program , A Dr. Ariyana Love gives the

details and explains where to go at the NIH websites, describing the

details and info on the covid PCR tests being used for cloning. Then

you can take it from there, or believe what you will

Malanoski, deserve to be hanged not spare his life by jail time? Such

evil people deserved to get the maximum penalty of death because

they caused destruction of life and deaths to hundreds of the

people….remember because of their mandates and decisions and

lies….people ,old and babies and young, died. His life is not even

enough of what he has done to the military members and their

families! Such person must be hanged. Important thing is that such

kind of person must be vanished here on earth…THE LESS EVIL ON

EARTH…THE SAFER IT WILL BE…Learn the lesson from the past…

in Nuremberg Court…the Leaders of evil Nazi were given new ID and

sent to USA / Venezuela/ Peru….Vatican…that is why evil stayed in

this world and broaden their agenda …now called AGENDA 2030

Agenda 2050….They are criminals and murderers…why feed them

for life.With their Actions. They murdered people by the hundreds…

if you keep them alive…they will have a chance in the future to be

freed by future evil corrupt government and they will have a chance

to have evil successors/ children they could groomed! BEWARE!

They must all received Death penalty!

Yes, after the 2nd world war the Nazis were tried in the Nuremburg

trials. However, only a few out of the guilty low-life scum were tried

and executed. They only wanted to show the world a FEW examples.

This time we need to show the world MANY and ALL examples and

what happens to them when they are hunted down and brought to

JUSTICE. Each and every single one…and possibly their bloodlines

as well depending on the situation.
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From all I’ve learned, the Nurenberg trials were a 80% Jew run

charade. Most of the holocaust never happened, the officers were

mostly innocent of the accusations. Ther balls were literally crushed

to force confessions.. It’s always opposite day with Satanists. The real

murderers were the Jews themselves, in Russia and now worldwide.

On the surface, it seems so. Remember that Gen Berger’s office had

already done the months of behind the scenes investigative work. It’s

still a joint operation. The two Generals compliment each other. I

pray they continue to work well together.

Personally, I want to see these traitors hung, not imprisoned.

Leniency for Paul Pelosi I can deal with because he helped put Nancy

neck in the noose. She was rightly punished. These others though . . .

hang ’em and save the taxpayers the cost of incarceration. That will

also make room for more to be held for trial and judgment.

They are always hung within a week of their tribunals. That isn’t

quick enough for you?

What is wrong with next day execution? We are talking about one

miscreant life that ruined or ended thousands of lives.

 
Not being privy to classified information, I assume the within a week

is for GITMO to get the hanging platform adjusted for detainee’s

body mass, appointments made and inspections completed by

outside authorities. Red tape & paperwork.

And they all still have to be tried for their cries. Just because they

have it all and it’s a military tribunal and not civilian doesn’t mean

they cannot be tried and witnesses brought in to testify. I want them

punished as much as anyone does, but they still have to be tried.

Hell yeah I love it when the White Hats arrest dudes I have never

heard of before in my life
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BTW Mike, not sure if it gets repetitive for you or your source, but I

would appreciate as many details as possible, particularly with

arrests, tribunals and executions. It’s the opposite of boring for me,

and probably most of your readers. Not because of sadism or

anything like that. It is just very hard to know what is going on right

now, and details help.

He is no small potatoes. He wanted to eviscerate the military, those

who would protect us. He is a good catch in my books.

We were already perfectly aware that the military continued to

coerce vaccination immediately After the Senate repeal.

So what where and how did they take him down. Glad to know that

they are doing it hard and fast taking down the black hats. Need to

get the EBS going so this movie can end and we don’t need to sit

through all this drama with the fake leftist republicans who play like

they are working for the people but instead working for the black

hats.

I wonder how much money he made off this COVID vaccine?? I bet

his pockets are well lined.

Another big fish. Good. However, there are so many others. Oh, one

just built a house in Hawaii on property very near the ocean. On the

very property once used during the filming of Magnum P.I. series.

Very easy access.

Did you also happen to notice that THE clone on the House Floor

appears to be about 30 YEARS younger ..where are the turkey NECK

wrinkles ?

 
HELLO ?

 
The real Nancy Pants is on ICE !

Better get those eyes checked the next time Vision Works has a

seniors day. Pelosi looked exactly the same as the allegedly “dead”

version.
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So tired of the normies believing swap rats like this. Good to see Gen.

Smith it up.

He should be used as a test subject to see which of the formulations

are most lethal…..they didn’t do the research so they should be the

guinea pigs now. We need to know which manufacturers and what

formula is most deadly and deal with them enmass and publicly.

Another evil demon bites the dust……yay for our wonderful White

Hats and our Donald J. Trump. God bless every patriot and Lord be

with the families who were forced to murder their children because

of being blackmailed by this monster and others just like him. All his

money that he was paid will now be confiscated and he will

hopefully, hang by the neck for his treason and murder. I feel sure he

never allowed one of those vaccines or boosters to enter his mangy

body. So he is sniveling now like the cowardly monster that he is.

They were all told that nothing would ever happen to them. They

didn’t count on DJT and the White Hats actually arresting them and

extracting justice. Thank you God for uncovering all the evil.

Most definitely…..the ugly dog will die choking to death too. I do not

feel sorry for demonic thugs like him.

“On April 19, 2022, when the FDA updated their July 13 Emergency

Use Authorization for the Novavax COVID-19 vaccine to include

individuals 12 years of age and older, Malanoski amplified his

vaccine rhetoric, telling service members they could be dishonorably

discharged for not having child dependents vaccinated.

Unfortunately, some service members heeded his warning.

According to our source, the White Hat partition of the U.S. military

is aware of at least 15 child dependents ages 12-14 who died after

getting vaccinated.”

 
“But the loss of life did not deter Malanoski’s pro-vaccine crusade.

After the House on 8 December voted to repeal Austin’s mandate

that troops receive the coronavirus vaccine, Malanoski
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recommended that service members ignore the vote and instead

follow CDC guidance, because “your lives and the lives of your family

depend on your adherence to vaccine protocols.” He said that “Covid

is still the greatest threat to society” and that “despite what you’ve

heard, vaccine mandates are still in force.” Moreover, he threatened

to deny “all” medical coverage to unvaccinated dependents.”

TURN UP THE FIRE, V.M. CRANDALL! GRET JOBS, WHITE

HATS!

Fantastic work, Michael. Please keep us updated.

MB have you posted on here about the supposedly deaths of all

royals? I saw a few years ago that all royals were taken out but

nothing much since then. But you can definitely tell a lots is going on

behind the scenes all over the world. Thanks.

I don’t follow the British Monarchy. This site is primarily centered on

what’s transpiring in the United States.

Thanks. I know you are dealing with United States however it seems

these intertwined events are happening all over the world . We know

U>S>A was sold out in in late 1800’s but 1913 was the start of this

n.w.o.

Michael can you ask if the white hats can make public where these

guys pay offs are coming from?

…..and yet sheeple are still running around in masks and anxiously

awaiting their next booster jab. Every one of these deep state asshats

deserve to be given a “dose of their own medicine” and left to “snivel”

until dead.

Agreed. I can’t believe the people still wearing masks and proud of

the fact that they took all the shots and boosters.
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yes, question the hell out of him, he surely knows people he can rat

on, that’s more swamp creatures to lock up and further drain the

swamp, which is good for us.

 

 


